Sub: Estt.- Recruitment to the cadre of Inspector of Central Tax & Central Excise through Staff Selection Commission - reg.

Refer this office letter of even no. dated 20.04.2018 and your letter dated 07.05.2018 requesting extension of physical standard/endurance test scheduled on 07.05.2018.

2. In this regard, you are directed to report before the Superintendent of Central Tax & Central Excise, PRO Unit, Office of the Commissioner of Central Tax & Central Excise, CR Building, I.S. Press Road, Kochi- 682018, Kerala State on 25.06.2018 at 10:00 AM, for the physical standard/endurance test prescribed for selection of Inspectors of Central Excise/GST.

3. The physical standards and endurance tests prescribed for the post of Inspector of Central Excise/GST are given below:

(A) PHYSICAL STANDARD

FOR MALE CANDIDATES

1. Height - 157.5 cm - Relaxable by 5 cm in case of Assamese, Garwals & Gorkhas and members of the Scheduled Tribe.

2. Chest - 81 cm - Fully expanded with a minimum expansion of 5 cms.

FOR FEMALE CANDIDATES

1. Height - 152 cm - Relaxable by 2.5 cm for Gorkhas, Garwals, Assamese and members of Scheduled Tribe.

2. Weight - 48 Kg - Relaxable by 2 Kg for Gorkhas, Garwals, Assamese and members of Scheduled Tribe.

(B) ENDURANCE TEST

FOR MALE CANDIDATES

1. Walking - 1600 Mtrs. in 15 Minutes.

2. Cycling - 8 Kms. in 30 Minutes.

FOR FEMALE CANDIDATES
1. Walking - 1 Km in 20 Minutes
2. Cycling - 3 Kms. in 25 Minutes.

4. You should accept the conditions of service given in ‘Annexure I’ available on Kochi Commissionerate website [http://cenexcisekochi.gov.in/ssc-recruitment/](http://cenexcisekochi.gov.in/ssc-recruitment/)

5. You are required to bring the following documents (in original) along with 3 (three) sets photocopies with you for verification:

   (a) Matriculation / Higher School Certificate showing Date of Birth.

   (b) All other Academic Certificates showing Educational Qualifications and also subjects studied at various levels.

   (c) Certificates in support of your claim regarding experience and Certificates about Extra-Curricular Activities.

   (d) Certificates in support of your claim as SC/ST/OBC/EX-Service/ PH if applicable.

   (e) Aadhaar Card.

   (f) Passport size Photos – 4 Nos.

6. You are required to bring the following documents; format of the documents is available on Kochi Commissionerate website [http://cenexcisekochi.gov.in/ssc-recruitment/](http://cenexcisekochi.gov.in/ssc-recruitment/)

   (a) Completely filled in attestation form in triplicate with Identity certificate and Character certificate duly attested from three different Gazetted Officers.

   (b) You are required to undergo the prescribed Medical examination and to produce the Medical Certificate from a Medical Officer not below the rank of Civil Surgeon. Certificate to be produced in triplicate.

7. No travelling or other expenses will be paid by the Department for attending the physical standard/ endurance test.

8. In the event of not reporting on the prescribed date for the above test, it will be presumed that you are not interested in accepting the offer of appointment in the department and your nomination will be treated as cancelled.


10. Receipt of this letter must be acknowledged immediately.

   [Dr. T. Tiju]

   Additional Commissioner (P&V)

To

SMT. POOJA GUPTA
15/68, GEETA COLONY,
BLOCK -15, DELHI - 110031.

(By Registered Post)
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Copy submitted to:-

1. The Chief Commissioner of Central Tax & Central Excise, Thiruvananthapuram Zone – for information.
2. The Commissioner of Central Tax & Central Excise, Kochi.

Copy to:-

1. The Superintendent (PRO), Central Tax & Central Excise, Hqrs. Office, Kochi - He is requested to make necessary arrangements to conduct the physical standard / endurance test and to submit the report to the Assistant Commissioner [P&V] immediately after the test is over.